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Burn to the Brim is a utility for
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grouping files and folders together in
the most efficient way to fill up an
entire CD, DVD or another medium.
It can output the resulting structure to
an ISO 9660 file, ready to be burned
with most CD-burning tools. Burn to
the Brim is optimized for quick
performance and considers the most
promising options first. It also
minimizes the search length by fast
detection of dead ends. Burn to the
Brim cuts corners whenever possible
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(without missing anything). Folders
can be split up to a set level for more
versatile splitting options. The first
priority of the program is to fill the
media as well as possible, second is to
minimize the number of items (so the
larger, harder to fit items have a
preference and more items to choose
from are left for the next burn). Users
can define their own custom disk
formats so they can also use the
program to fill other media like Zip
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disks and the like. Get Burn To The
Brim and take it for a test drive to see
what it can do for you! Burn To The
Brim Latest Features: - Optimized for
performance and consideration of the
most promising options - Minimizes
the search length by fast detection of
dead ends - Cuts corners whenever
possible (without missing anything) Supports split folders and the ability
to define your own custom disk
formats - Can fill other media like
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Zip disks and the like - Supports any
type of drive including external drives
- Supports all file systems including
NTFS, FAT, ISO 9660, UDF, HFS,
etc. - Supports both CD-R and CDRW drives - Supports both multisession CD-R and CD-RW drives Supports for Mac OS, Windows XP,
Vista, 7, 8, 10 and Mac OS 10.5 and
above - Includes a huge number of
drive options and attributes - Supports
internal and external drives - Supports
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all file systems - Supports any type of
drive - Supports both multi-session
CD-R and CD-RW drives - Includes a
huge number of drive options and
attributes - Supports internal and
external drives - Supports all file
systems - Supports any type of drive Supports both multi-session CD-R
and CD-RW drives - Supports all file
systems including NTFS, FAT, ISO
9660, UDF, HFS, etc. - Supports both
Mac OS and Windows OS - Supports
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for Mac
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Burn To The Brim is an extremely
powerful file manager that can split
files and folders into a very granular
structure. IsoBurnBurn to the Brim is
a utility for burning files and folders
to an ISO 9660 file, ready to be
burned with most CD-burning tools. It
can also copy the resulting structure
to another disk or file. Burn to the
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Brim is a combination of the two
types of disk splitter: File splitter and
Folder Splitter. This is the actual
name of this utility which was
designed by a user who wanted a
more "to the brim" version of these
utilities. The idea is that these utilities
(so far) are suitable for splitting either
one file at a time or a bunch of
folders at once. The problem is that it
is a pain to try and find a folder to put
these files inside and it is equally
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frustrating to have to try and find all
the files you need inside all the
folders you need to split them into.
This utility is intended to cover that
problem. It will take a folder and any
sub-folders and split them up to a set
level. There is no limit on the depth
of the folder tree, so it is very
powerful. The resulting files are an
ISO 9660 file structure which can be
burned to a CD or DVD with most
CD burning tools. Key features: *
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Much more powerful than existing
programs * Easy to use with a few
simple clicks * Auto updates for new
features * Ability to cut corners and
find shortcuts to avoid too many
options * Can copy the resulting
structure to another disk or file * Can
group files and folders together into
an ISO 9660 structure * Supports the
following features: Split single files or
folders Duplex split single files or
folders Group files and folders
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together Zip files or folders Drive
images Parlagon's MondoBurn
Parlagon's MondoBurn Parlagon's
MondoBurn is a CD-burning utility. It
burns either an ISO or audio CD from
any application (it even burns an ISO
from a file). This program is
extremely powerful and even has
options to build a mirroring system,
etc. It can also use multiple optical
drives. If you have a program that
burns CD's (and most programs do),
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MondoBurn is worth a try. Keymacro
Description: IsoBurnBurn to the Brim
is a utility for burning files and
1d6a3396d6
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Burn To The Brim is a utility for
grouping files and folders together in
the most efficient way to fill up an
entire CD, DVD or another medium.
It can output the resulting structure to
an ISO 9660 file, ready to be burned
with most CD-burning tools. Burn To
The Brim is optimized for quick
performance and considers the most
promising options first. It also
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minimizes the search length by fast
detection of dead ends. Burn to the
Brim cuts corners whenever possible
(without missing anything). Folders
can be split up to a set level for more
versatile splitting options. The first
priority of the program is to fill the
media as well as possible, second is to
minimize the number of items (so the
larger, harder to fit items have a
preference and more items to choose
from are left for the next burn). Users
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can define their own custom disk
formats so they can also use the
program to fill other media like Zip
disks and the like. Get Burn To The
Brim and take it for a test drive to see
what it can do for you! ... Burn To
The Brim, suite of burners and disc
cutters Burn To The Brim is a suite of
two (up to now) utilities that fulfill
three different burning tasks. Burn To
The Brim is a utility that is designed
for the burning of all kinds of media,
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using the official ISO 9660
specification. It can create a master
disk that is compatible with almost all
CD- and DVD-writers in the market.
The second application of the suite,
BFTB3, is more suited for the
burning of data and entertainment
media, and is able to burn highquality data discs (e.g. CD-RW). Burn
To The Brim also includes a disc
cutter that can be used for creating
custom-sized data discs. Burn to the
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Brim Features: Burn To The Brim,
suite of burners and disc cutters Burn
To The Brim is a suite of two (up to
now) utilities that fulfill three
different burning tasks. Burn To The
Brim is a utility that is designed for
the burning of all kinds of media,
using the official ISO 9660
specification. It can create a master
disk that is compatible with almost all
CD- and DVD-writers in the market.
The second application of the suite,
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BFTB3, is more suited for the
burning of data and entertainment
media, and is able to burn highquality data discs
What's New in the?

Burn To The Brim is a utility for
grouping files and folders together in
the most efficient way to fill up an
entire CD, DVD or another medium.
It can output the resulting structure to
an ISO 9660 file, ready to be burned
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with most CD-burning tools. Burn to
the Brim is optimized for quick
performance and considers the most
promising options first. It also
minimizes the search length by fast
detection of dead ends. Burn to the
Brim cuts corners whenever possible
(without missing anything). Folders
can be split up to a set level for more
versatile splitting options. The first
priority of the program is to fill the
media as well as possible, second is to
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minimize the number of items (so the
larger, harder to fit items have a
preference and more items to choose
from are left for the next burn). Users
can define their own custom disk
formats so they can also use the
program to fill other media like Zip
disks and the like. Get Burn To The
Brim and take it for a test drive to see
what it can do for you! Whats New:
Version 1.10: Added/updated error
messages, bug fixes. Version 1.9:
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Version 1.9 includes bug fixes, as
well as minor improvements. Version
1.8: Version 1.8 is a bugfix release.
Version 1.7: Minor bug fixes, there
were no new features in this release.
Version 1.6: Version 1.6 includes the
most requested enhancements: Improved handling of empty
directories - Many other small
improvements Version 1.5: Version
1.5 is a bugfix release. Version 1.4:
Version 1.4 adds a few new features
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(a few more bugfixes are included as
well): - Added a mini "About" dialog
- A new generic "format" menu - The
OSD is now independant from the
active file list - It is now possible to
create any size of sub-folders within a
parent folder - New menu for subfolders - The program can now save
its configuration/status into a.ini file,
so you can easily load this file with
another application - Its now possible
to change the path of the.ini file
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Version 1.3: Version 1.3 includes a
few bugfixes and some
enhancements, including: - The
program now will create hidden
directories - The program can now
check the disk for errors - The
program can now show the disk as an
empty folder - The program can now
be started with a double-click on
Windows - The program can now
show the text of some errors - A crash
bug is fixed - A bug with "application
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name" in options menu is fixed - It is
now possible to create multiple
configuration files - It is
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System Requirements For Burn To The Brim:

OS: Mac OS X 10.6 (or newer)
Processor: Dual-core Intel processor
Memory: 2GB of RAM Graphics:
Graphics card with 512 MB of RAM
and Mac OS X v10.5.5 (or newer)
Sound Card: Sound card capable of
playing back DVD DirectX: Version
9.0 Network: Broadband internet
connection Input: Mouse and
keyboard Headphones: Optional DVD25 / 26

Burning Software: Preferably Final
Cut Studio 4.6 or newer (DVD
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